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The new VOCGHT UO-1 Spotting Seaplanes are the

exclusive Aircraft Equipment of the Battleships and

new Scout Cruisers of the U. S. Navy’s Battle Fleets
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LIEUT. MAUGHAN SUCCEEDED WITH THIS COMBINATION

When the Army Air Service decided to demon-
strate to the world the mobility of American aircraft,

they chose a Curtiss product.

Lieutenant Maughan's recent flight from New
York to San Francisco between the hours of dawn
and dusk was accomplished in a Curtiss designed and
built Pursuit plane equipped with a Curtiss D-12
motor and a Curtiss-Reed one-piece duralumin pro-

peller.

This threefold combination is indeed hard to beat,

as each one preeminently leads its field. The plane
of Curtiss design includes all the essentials necessary
for high speed racing and high performance military

aircraft, among which are:

absorbed by rubber discs acting in compression. This
chassis, although but a few months old. has already

The Curtiss D-12 motor, in addition to holding all

the speed records of the world, now has to its credit

Lieutenant Maughan's achievement. On account of

the small frontal area of the D-12 for the first time

the size of the pilot rather than the engine controls the

size of the fuselage.

The Curtiss-Reed one-piece duralumin propeller,

the safest and most efficient propeller ever tested, is

unaffected by hail or rain, tall grass, small particles,

age or climatic conditions. It too has done its part in

winning these high speed and endurance tests.

Split axle type of landing chassis, in which shocks a

On September 3rd Lieutenant R. C. Moffatt Her

The Curtiss Pursuit as a fighting u
petitor in the world. It has set new
plane, motor, and propeller.

n to New York in 58 minutes 1

CURTISS AEROPLANE & MOTOR COMPANY, Inc.

GARDEN CITY, L. I. BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Captain Skeel’s Crash

ccidcnts occur, the only value that can be secured
rim decisions that prevent repetition. The loss

Pearson and the fastest airplane in the world
'intion fraternity before the races. In that case
it produced the crumpling of tlie wings were
ice and probably will remain obscure. But at

it threi

r by t

only way ti

“nly e<

The Army Exhibition at Dayton
1 HIS is a time when the plainest of language is necessary

r power is to take its proper place in our scheme
f Nati >nnl Deft

ronstruetc

Dayton >

The

- risking
m ental types of racing airplanes,
ear the races were held under different conditions

M-ied at Detroit and St. Louis. There the races were
! by their constructors and designers and the skilled
ii. - who had followed the construction, testing and de-
icnt of their particular charges. This year the racing

handled entirely by Army personnel. Some of
hies had been repaired after minor breakages, new
* '“id been installed and what is most important the
it- were changed. It is too early to determine what
‘I'L change of supervision had or whether or not it in
».v affected the slowing np of the speeds this year,
tin propeller sitnation in this country which hns had its
bases before should be gone into thoroughly in an effort
name whether or not this was not directly responsible
demolition of Captain Steel's plane and the humilia-

l
"Tienee of having six planes at St. Louis all fly at
-peeds than were made at Dayton. Eyewitnesses

i* 'he propeller had cracked along the laminations, that
ik of the cylinders was not even scored, that the con-
rods were twisted and the crank shaft broken. All

h -supports the propeller failure theory,
this in mind, the controversy as to the superiority of

nl or wooden propellers for speeds of over 2000 r.p.m.
ibnbly come to a head and a final decision made. Five
six planes at St. Louis used metal propellers. This
- "'ooden propeller was used exclusively although it has
needed that the mental propeller adds several mi'es an
the speed.

t- involved in this whole propeller problem the fun-
t

1 questions of the engineering procedure of our Air
Whether or not an engineering laboratory that pro-

~ own products can pass on the products of others
,lina is the root of the whole difficuty. If out of the

consideration of engineering problems, this

gineer, constructor and pilot that voiced any opinion of the
raees at Dayton was that the year’s progress by the Array Air
Service in the development of aircraft liad been nil.

The public have begun to regard the National Air Raees
as the accepted method of becoming acquainted with the
progress of aviation during the previous year. It is here that
the Army gathers its service types and exhibits its new de-

development gave convincing aud irrefutable proof that on the
whole the Army had fallen down in the development and pro-
duction of service types of planes.
Broadly speaking there are four large classifications of

Army planes: training planes; observation planes; bombing
planes; and pursuit planes.

Of training planes there were none at Dayton. True, the
Army has some but they are almost exclusively ex-war planes
somewhat revamped and quite rightly the Army docs rot
wish to show them. Fifty training planes have been ordered
from a manufacturer who has no factory and they will not
be ready till next year.

The observation plane race was won by a DU4B an excel-
lent plane but designed by the British and put into production
before the end of the war-. The Army has a few samples of
more modern observation planes but none sufficiently superior
to put into production.

The bombing race was won by a plane which was actually
built six years ago, a wonderful example of long life but not
of progress.

In the pursuit group alone there was real progress. The
Curtiss pursuit not only showed high speed but extreme

After studying the Army exhibition at the Dayton meet the
thoughtful public must realize that the Army Air Service has
been ineffectual in designing new types mid in putting these
types into production.

The Army blames Congress and the lack of appropriations
but with millions still unexpended out of the Air Service ap-
propriations one feels very doubtful as to whether this is the
real cause. When a civilian concern fails to produce results

either the personnel is changed and new people secured or the
concern is reorganized. There is a growing number of people
who believe that a single air force is the only possible so-
lution. Certainly a continuing policy of aircraf t development
is necessary and has hitherto been lacking. The matter should
be thoroughly gone into by a Congressional committee and
steps taken to remedy a situation which is threatening oar
national security.

1109
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The Editor’s Story of the Dayton Air Meet
The Three Days’ Events in Detail
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of the high pressure of its work. Not a single pilot could be

spared for the races without impairing the efficiency of the

Air Mail—and that, of course would have been unthinkable.

“The Mails must fly.”

Casey Miscalculates

Monday, the 29th. the weather showed little improvement.

Though it hardly rained, the sky was full of ugly clouds and

the air was very bumpy and treacherous.

Thus day was marked by a spectacular dash of C. S.

(“Casey")’ Jones from Selfridgo Field. Mt. Clemens. Midi.,

to Fairfield in his new “sesquiplane” or clipped wing Oriole,

with a 100 hp. Curtiss CO engine. “Casey" came down from
the Lake region, aided by a tail wind, at a tremendous rate

of speed for a civilian ’ plane—148 mi./hr.—and seemed a

certain winner of the On-to-Detroit race with a score of 244
(mints until the Contest Committee discovered that the airline

distance between Selfridge Field and W. Wright Field is

just a shade under 200 mi.—the map readings giving between
195 and 198 mi. Thus a mere error of computation cost

“Casey” his splendid performance. It was HARD LUCK in

bold face type flaming across the sky.

But “Casey," undaunted by his misfortune, hopped into his

Oriole and was off with a grim smile for Chanutc Field,

Kantoul. 111., Iiefore the chorus of wails had made much head-
way. Rantotil is well outside the 200 mi. radius, besides it

is west of Dayton, which means in nine cases out of ten a good
tail wind, with the course over level coniitry.

A Pair of Swallows

after the other two of the new Swallows appeared in the west

and landed. The first ship, piloted by Irl Beach, Walter's

brother, came from St. Joseph, Mo., with two passengers:

Carl Wolfley. secretary of the St. Joseph Chamber of Coiu-

The second Swallow, entered and piloted by A. Meriam. and
carrying one passenger, came from Wichita, Kan.

Both pilots encountered Very bad air en route and had to

buck heavy head wands on their 750 mi. trips.

The third arrival was the Heath Favorite, from Chicago,
with E. B. Heath at the stick, (tilts two passengers. The other
Heath entry, a Standard .11 piloted by W. E. Meyer, came
to grief on taking off at Yackey Field, where it failed to

clear the end of the field. The pilot suffered a dislocated

without harm. In fact, two of them were later (ticked up by
Heath, and carried to Fairfield, none the worse for their ex-
perience. As to the Standard, it was such a complete wash-
out that only a few nuts and tumbuekles could be salvaged.

The Chinese Jennie

Finally, to close this eventful day. n Jennie with a Chinese

they said, but their names defied recording despite repented
attempts. However, it is known definitely that the pilot was
wo/ One Wing Low.

Probably with a view to cheering up the halt' frozen race
officials and pilots, tile Chinese Jennie, on being directed to

the civilian airdrome, went through a series of extraordinary
ground maneuvers. The pilot tried to taxi to the left but
the ship kept turning to the right, and so the observer jumped
out and turned the wing. Then the performance was repeated
until finally the Jennie ended up by facing the opposite di-

rection in which it should have taxied. It was a great

Casey’s Second Trip

Tuesday, the 30tli, saw the victorious return of Casey Jones
from Rantotil, 111. Although he was loss favored by the

weather than on Monday, Casey nevertheless made such a

good time with his two passengers that he nearly equalled the

previous day’s unofficial score—239 points against 244. For
the first hour he averaged 130 mi./hr.. but the remainder of
the flight was made in a strong cross wind tvliich considerably
slowed him down. The score of 239 points placed him at the
head of the list, Charles Holman being second with 220.

Casey looked v

complained.
The Wichita contingent was reinforced this day by the ar-

rival of still another Swallow, piloted by Lloyd Stearman who
brought one passenger with him. And one of the longest

flights made to Dayton thus far was completed when D. A
Askew arrived from Lawton, Okla.. a distance of 880 mi. He
also carried a passenger. As the official program described his

ship as n Special Canuck “with four lower wings,” everybody

was very anxious to see this peculiar ship. It was seriously de-

bated around the oil stoves of the Contest Committee Field

Headquarters how a plane could have lower wings without

having upper ones, and if such a freak of nature sin rid be
called a quadruplane or a monoplane. But Askew disap-

pointed them all. His ship was a straight biplane.

A Heavy Partridge

Further excitement arose when a big cabin biplane iimdcd

and disgorged five passengers beside the pilot. This was the

Partridge passenger carrier, and its pilot, E. L. Part ridge,

brought it in from Ashburu Field, Chicago. Howevi r. his

score was low, for he was overtaken by darkness the night

before and had to land a short distance from Dayton. that

the night counted in liis elapsed time. Without g'

... o a sandwich—there

field—Partridge reembarked all his passengers and
Chicago to make a second attempt.

"

n the

ill a passenger. The ship

on n* with its good streani-

. placed third and fourth,

and 205 (Yackey) (mints,

e passenger was under

H|
. _

The Casey Schoul of

Higher Aeronautical Mathematics thus obtained a new pupil.

Reinforcements for the Chicago contingent now buzzed out

of the sky in the shape of two Yackey Sports—one piloted

by W. A.' Yackey and the other by H. 11. Hoyte, each curry-

ing a passenger. With the exception of a 15 min. flight this

was Yackey 's first cross country trip in nine months, that is,

the time he was laid up in a hospital with a serious illness.

His numerous friends will rejoice hearing that he is now al-

most entirely recovered, and his way of handling the stick

The Yackey Sport, plane is a rebuilt Thomas-Morse scout,
‘ ’ ' unusually good |

forinance—about 120 mi./hr.
looks very serviceable and I

lining. Yackey’s two ships

respectively, with 216 (Hoyte)
Yackey's ship lost

the weight limit.

Later in the day a Forman Special Sport (70 hp. Anznni)
breezed in from Philadelphia with Robert Hewitt at the stick

and C. T. Ludington as passenger. They had run into foul

weather in the Alleghanies and were held up by low visibility

and fog time and again, but managed to push through very

gallantly where a number of high (lowered planes preferred to

stay on the ground. Tlieirs was a very fine performance con-

sidering that up to then only one-ship of the dozen entered

from the Atlantic coast states—the Fokker Express—Imd suc-

ceeded in crossing the atmospheric bad will that lay around

the Alleghanies.
Finally, the Glenn Martin model 70 ( 200 lip. Wright E4)

appeared in the skies and landed, revealing its pilot, Cy
Caldwell, the well known humorist, whose contributions regu-

larly appear in Aviatiox. The ship came from Cleveland

as a visitor. Caldwell also had to give battle to the elements

that were roaring to hamper his progress—but you can t

stop a humorist.

The Last Arrivals

Wednesday, Oct. 1. was the last day of the On to Dayton

race. The weather had finally cleared up and ships began

arriving from all (mints of the compass.
In the forenoon W. L. Stultz brought in the Atlantic S3

(200 hp. Wright E4) from Columbus, Ohio, which he had

reached the night before from Washington, Pa. Owing to the

persistently had weather in the Alleghanies his chances were

so poor that he withdrew from the race.

Then Tex LaGrone arrived on his trusty Rogers-Pay bi-

plane, carrying a passenger from Kansas City. He was

followed by two Lincoln-Standards—one piloted by Dr. It. R-

Fergnson came from Chicago, while the other, piloted by H.

H. Gallup, hailed from Detroit. Soon afterward a Swallow
(100 hp. OXX6) piloted by Billy Pnrker came to rest on the
field after a long and arduous trip from Bartlesville. Okla.
Parker is sales representative for Swallows in that state.

And then a real sensation was sprung on the onlookers. A
tractor biplane which bore strange signs of cross-breeding
between a Canuck and a Jennie rushed into the field. The
pilot. M. M. Merrill announced that he had left Love Field,
Dallas. Tex., at dawn, having covered the intervening 780 mi.
in a ingle hop. This was so far the longest non-stop flight

of tie race. The ship that made it was a rebuilt 0X5 Canuck,
and belongs to the San Antonio Airways. Merrill’s score
pron i to he high, for he mnde 216.7 points, which placed
him third, ahead of the two Yackey Sports.

Mel rill had hardly landed ivhen there arrived almost in a
Irani'! II Laird Swallow, on SVA, an SE5A , a Curtiss Oriole
and fue Partridge cabin plane. It was a liberal education in
airpl: c design.

ville, Tenn., which was piloted by Roscoe Turner who carried
his bride of a few days as passenger. Turner originally- en-
tered trom Corinth, Miss., where ho was married, but delays
due to storms and low visibility forced him to change his
program.
Among the visiting ships that turned up on Wednesday-

were the following: Standard J1 (OXXG) pilot Les Smith
and two passengers, from Springfield: Standard J1 (OX5),
pilot A. J. Davies of the Michigan Airways, from Lansing,
Mich., yvith one passenger; Canuck, pilot H. Anderson and
one passenger, from St. Paul. Minn.; Canuck of (he Oakley-
Askew- Air Service, Ardmore. Okla.; Standard J1 (Hispano'),
pilot Bud Gurney and one passenger from Sparta, III.: JN4C
(OXXG) pilot C. Hunter and one passenger, from Sparta.
Hi.; Swallow- (0X5), pilot E. G. Johnson, from Ardmore.
Okla.; Standard J1 (KG) of the Midwest Airways, pilot
J. H. Livingstone and one passenger, from Monmouth. III.;
Lincoln-Standard LS5 (150 Hispano), pilot W. Westlake and

Part of the 121 Commercial ships resting in "Hell's Half Acre" at the Dayton Races

The I .ii ini Swallow- (OX5) hailed from Bridgeville, Pa.,
ami vs- piloted by E. W. Cleveland. Basil Rowe was the
pilot of the SVA (Kill hp. C6), with its characteristic Warren
mi-- mid veneer fuselage. The ship came from Pittsburgh,
Pa., though its home port is Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. This
fact cheered up the New Yorketw present, for they feared that
most of their representatives would remain stuck in the moun-
tain.- due to bad weather. And it was a happy* augury, too,
for tin- SE5A proved to be a ship of the Skywriting Corp. of
America which its pilot, C. B. D. Collyer, had entered at the
last moment. Collyer furnished a mighty effort to come
ihroiigh. All the previous day and night work proceeded to
remove the skywriting apparatus and to mount instead an
i-.ytni fuel tank.. Besides a spinner was put around the pro-
peller anil an expansion radiator was fitted under the nose of
die ship. Collyer tested the ship at 4 a. m. and having found
that it handled perfectly he was off shortly afterward. In
rms-ing (lie Alleghanies he encountered foul air and he had
lo buck headwinds all the way, ivhieh slowed down his prog-
n'-s siderably. As a further check, one of his handling
ivirc- broke while the mountain gales were shaking up his
liulc SE5A, and he returned to Bellefontc to have it replaced
before he proceeded. The elapsed time of the trip was 9%
—a very fine performance considering the had atmospheric

’“miitbill- and the little sleep the pilot had the night before.
Su I,— fine, nor less stormy, was the flight of the Oriole,

which was piloted by Jim Ray, yvith Mr. Pitcairn as passen-
ger. from Philadelphia. This pilot also reported most dis-
agreeable weather conditions, with bumpv air most of the
time. The Oriole was 10 hr. on the way, of which 7 hr. was
flying lime. The ship was delayed by the many stormbound
(linin’.- nt Moundsville, \V. Va., which made refueling a slow
nperatioii. The New- Yorkers yvere now in high spirits, with
three ,,i their “own” ships having come through the worst
piirt of t lire country that had combined with the worst weather
01 •[' Iison in keeping contestants from Dayton.
The 1-nitridge cabin plane yvas the same ship that had

mailed on \V. Wright Field the day before and it again
II rough! live passengers from Chicago. But this time it made
» high -l ore, 201.5 points, which secured for it sixth place.
The next civilian ship that landed was a Jennie from Nash-

three passengers, from Chicago; Oriole (K(i) of the Wolver-
ine Airyvays, pilot Ted Fordon, from Detroit; Swallow (OX5).
pilot. C. V. Cessna and one passenger; Laird Swallow
(OXXG), pilot Wavne Neville and one passenger from St.
Joseph, Mo.; Waco cabin plane (Liberty-6) from Troy, Ohio.
When night had fallen the lust two On to Dayton racers

came in: Eddie Stinson on his trusty old Junkers monoplane
(185-240 hp. B.M.W. ) from Detroit, and J. V. Piersol on an
Avro-Le Rhone from Minneapolis. The latter ship covens!
the 600 mi. of its trip in 10 hr. 46 mill, elapsed time.

A Word of Appreciation
The editor of Aviatiox spent half of the day in visiting

by air the various (lying fields around Dayton—Johnson Fly-
ing Park, where a very interesting light plane, the Driggs-
Johnson, was examined; South Field where the "low visibility"
Ansaldo cabin plane of Miller Field yvas discovered; aiid
McCook Field, where there was a multitude of things to see.
The variable camber Messenger; planes for smokewriting;

plane- with rocket and Aeolian harp arrangements for the
Air Carnival

;
planes with inverted Liberty engines; the new

Boeing Pursuit, a very fine looking ship ; the U. S. Army air
chute, to.which so many pilots oyve their life; new and ex-
tremely ingenious navigation instruments—were all subjects
of intense interest which yy-ould each require a separate article
and yvith which it is Imped to deal more adequately in the
near future. In the meantime the Editor wishes to" express
to Major Curry, C. O., of McCook Field, and Lieut. Hamid
Ila.rriss. chief of the flying section, A. S. Engineering
Division his dee[>ly felt appreciation for the numerous cour-
tesies which they extended to him despite the fact that the
viewpoints of Aviation and of the Engineering Division fre-
quently differed in the past—and may still do so in the future.
The flying trip to the three fields yvas made in the Fokker

C2 of the Fairchild Flying Corp., E. P. Lott handling the
ship in his grand style.

Two ships built by the noyv defunct Dayton-Wright Co.
yvere incidentally washed out this day. Lieut. H. E. Johnson
of McCook Field crashed a DW training plane into a house
when his engine let him down shortly after leaving the field.
The pilot and Lieutenant Gerhard only suffered minor in-
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juries. The other ship that met a similar fate was the model

OlV cabin biplane which Howard Rinehart had entered from

Albuquerque, N. M-, and which he cracked up on St. Ixrais

First Day of the Racing Meet

Thursday. Oct. 2, the day following: the closure of the On to

Pavton race marked the real beginning of the tliree-day air

mei't staged by the Dayton Chapter of the National Aero-

nautic Association. The leading lights of the aeronautical

conununitv had mostly arrived the day before and Dayton

witnessed an unusual animation.

The first event scheduled for Thursday, was a free-for-all

raw for two-seater low horsepower airplanes having a

piston displacement of 510 er

a total

s, and carrying a total

. ..i open cockpits. In practice the N.A.A.

u the O.X5 engine, which it credited with 125.7

rO-SO hp. Anxani was attributed 99 hp, Con-
i 0X5 r

te using this make except for t

e above named Anzani.
Forman Sport.

Walter Lees Again Wins

Walter Lees, veteran chief pilot of the Joluison Flying

erviro of Pavton, proved an easy winner of this event, which

'tied him in’ addition to the N.C.R. trophy $1,009 in prize

Lees flew the same Hartzell FC1 plane on which he won

Hartzell FCI, OX5 engine, winner of the National Cash

Register Trophy Race, Pilot Walter Lees

last vear's OX race at St. Louis at an average speed of 89

mi./lir. However, os he expected stiff competition in this

event, he had considerably "cleaned up" the ship, as a result

of which Lees averaged 97.5 mi./hr. for this 90 mi. race.

But he did not show his hand at once. He took his first

lap leisurely, making just under 82 mi./hr. Several other

contestants did almost as well, and one did several miles bet-

ter. And then Lees began “opening up” the engine. His

speed for the next lap was 8 mi. faster, and with each new

lap he gained more speed until he just walked away from the

The Other Prize Winners

Ferry Hutton, (lying a Laird Swallow, got second prize

($600)’. averaging 93.2 mi./hr. Randolph G. Page, an Air

Mail pilot on leave, finished third on a Yackey Sport, making

87.4 mi./hr. and $500. Thus the Air Mail was, after all

unofficially represented at the Dayton races. Fourth plnce

and $400 went to E. A. I“A1”) Johnson, senior member of the

Johnson Airplane & Supply Co., who flew a New Swallow

and averaged 87.2 mi./hr. Another Yackey Sport piloted by

W. A. Yackey. finished sixth at 80.0 mi./hr. and won $200.

The order of finish of the other contestants of this race

is given in the accompanying tabic, where all the lap times

will be found.
It cannot be said that this was a very exciting race. The

weather was clear, with fairly high and irregular winds, and

October 13. 1924

tlie contestants just turned and turned around the pylons,

banking in accordance with their personal style.

The onlv untoward incident was the elimination of the

Fnrman Sport, owing to the collapse of its landing gear when

it taxied up to the starting line. This was such an unusual

occurrence that it deserves some explanation.

The Story of a Landing Gear

The landing gear which this ship used on its flight from

Philadelphia, when it successfully crossed the storm -wept

areas of Pennsylvania, was of the regular, well known. uodel

which makes landings a very short affair. Unfortunately,

with a view to boosting up the ship’s speed for this see a

special “featherweight" landing gear was substituted. Iiidi

had been carried on board from Philadelphia, by th. way.

The Farman factory built the gear protesting that it >ould

not stand up, but finally gave in when it was expin i d to

them that only a single landing would be made with ii But

it never came"to that. On taxiing up to the line, the Ii uding

gear hit a slight nit in the ground and gently gave .o its

ghost. The ship stood up on its nose, which darnry d its

metal propeller, but that was all the outrage done.

All of which goes to show that some innovations - not

And while the N.CR. race was not exactly thrilling r the

onlookers, it afforded a striking illustration of what a . lever

designer can do with an OX5 engine in getting the l igliest

performance out of airplane design. Most of the winning

ships were purely commercial post-war designs (Hartzell,

Laird, Swallow) ’ and those that weren’t, like the Yackey

Sport, showed that even a pre-Armistiee design could be

turned into a creditably [icrfomiing ship—provided the de-

Extinction of the Jennie

All of which is to the good of commercial aviation in Am
ica, for it indicates a growing desire on the part of airplt

jobbers and users for ships with a pertormm ‘

Jennie. There is perhaps ''

future of

Truly, t

, . .
better

... hopeful sign of the bright-

.... commercial aviation than the fact that this year

entries in the On to Dayton races there were only

>'s. and in the N.C.R. Trophy race there was none,

marks an immense progress on last year's National

at St. Louis, where there was such a Hock of

Jennies present that the writer could only express the pious

hope that “sooner or later” they would disappear, c

or scrapped. Events marched much faster than

anticipated and today it would almost seem as it

specting pilot—net to speak of a firm—would as

think of enterirg a Jennie in a contest of a

Instead, all over the country where tl

cherished and kept alive, often at th

ships, it is lieing realized that we must get away trom tne

Jennie if we want to have real commercial flying. In tact

the writer makes bold to say that we have actually got away

from the Jennie. The few survivors of the species wont

alter that fact. No one who has seen the large number of

Swa'lows, Yackey Sports, Wares, Lairds, etc., at Dayton is

likely to differ with this view.

Where We Lead Europe

St. Louis marked not only the low ebb but also the turning

of the tide of commercial flying in America. This year the

writing is in the sky. We are coming up.

Some mav think that we are far behind Europe in develop-

ing commercial aircraft. That may be true if by <-o ,uu'_,'rciai

aviation is meant the operation j>f ^regular^ air lines ““tween

any importance.

cities, and tl e development of the types of aircraft

ror such a service. Granted, that with the exception "t

big Stout eabin monoplane—of which more anon o' I

no American built air liner. But what have we instead

have half a dozen post war designs, two and three seal en-

dowed with a good performance and built for ei.r)

service. And in this typo of ship, the taxiplane, it u

exaggeration to say that «e are ahead of Europe. »c
not get as much speed or weight lifting ability out. *d

horespower and wing area as some European planes do,

the

the main reason for that is that our ships have to stand an
amount of hal'd usage and even down right abuse under which
preciously few foreign planes would stand up for any length

given class compete in a given race. A minimum high speed
limit, to be demonstrated to the Race Committee before the
race over a one mile course, would seem particularly' advisable.

A ' ell known foreign aviator on seeing a number of planes
stak.d down in a field with tarpaulins protecting engine and
cockpits, remarked to the writer: “This is the true miracle
of American aviation. You seem to use airplanes like Fords,

The 1 inters' Stand at Dayton. The races began and finished
between the stand and the pylon in the distance

landing and leaving them in any old place in any kind of
weather, and yet they appear to stand up. It is incredible.
On the other side the flying people wonld overhaul a plane
from top to bottom if it stayed out in the rain one night."

The Central Labor Union Trophy
After this slight diversion let us return to the Dayton races.

The •vend event run off on Thursday was a free-for-all race
for two. three and four place airplanes for the Central Labor
Union Trophy.
This was a contest for high speed commercial planes in

which a maximum piston displacement of 800 cu. in was al-
lowed. The contest load remained the same as in the N.C.R.
race, namely 340 lb. (pilot and passenger).
Cascv Jones, with his clipped wing Oriole, won this event,

the Trophy, and $1,000 besides, by finishing fully a lap ahead
of his nearest rival, and averaging 125 mi./hr. for the whole
race, lie was followed by J. C. Ray, also of the Curtiss Ex-
hibition Co., who coaxed his C6 Oriole to the finishing line
at the -nrprising speed of 107.2 mi./hr. Ray won $700. It
was a great day for the Garden City establishment, coming
on top of Casey’s victory in the On to Dayton race.

Humorist is Fine Pilot

Cy Caldwell, on the Glenn Martin Commercial-70 (200 hp.
Wright E4), secured third place and $600 at 103.34 mi./hr.
He started thirteenth in the race and ended by climbing into
thin! position, fighting every- inch of his wav in great stvle.
Walter Lees, using the some Hartzell FCI on which he

oirric.1 off the N.C.R. Trophy, was fourth with a speed of
98 mi. hr., which netted him $500. Fifth prize ($400) went
to Petty Hutton, whose new Laird Commercial averaged
92,. an hr., and W. A. Yackey, on a Yackey Sport, secured

a,u* P™* “f $300, by covering the distance at

The Special Swallow flown by Walter Beach was forced
cut of the race by radiator trouble, while the OX5 Special
"I the Burns Fliers met a similar fate due to an over-heated
tuMor. Basil Rowe’s SVA had trouble with the air pressure
"ml he led to exchange the ballast for a passenger. The
latter .h.l his best to keep up the pressure with a hand pump,

qn't

lv ' "'"ally his spirit or the pump failed and the SVA
Frem i he spectacular point of view the race was hardly

more interesting than the N.C.R. race, for the ships were
rather nevenly matched. Most of the prize winners had
compel. •! ill the N.C.R. race, and so it would seem that some
lorniulii will have to be devised in order to have ships of a

An Aerial Circus
The next event

Builders’ Trophy
wns treated to ai

on the program was the Liberty Engine
-are, but before that came off the public
aerial circus executed by the Army Air

This was started by Lieut. W. H. Brookley of McCook Field
smoke writing “Hello” in the sky, and then illustrating his
aerial acrobatics by a trail of smoke. A squadron of ob-
servation planes from Wilbur Wright Field and a pursuit
squadron from Selfridge Field then demonstrated Kittle
tactics, while the Barling Bomber, piloted by Lieut. Harold
Harriss, flew over the historic hangar where one of the early
Wright biplanes, a model B, was on exhibition. This was
followed up by a “tied-together flight" of three VET’S, two
of which remained shackled to each other during most of
their evolutions, but finally parted company on account of the
bumpy weather which made precision flying almost impossible.
Two Sperry Messengers then carried out a miniature Pnl tzer
race and chased each other all over the skv.
The high winds prevented the live parachute jumps that

were scheduled. Instead a C05 taxied up to the grandstand,
the parachute jumper got out and let the slipstream blow him
off his feet, the purchute dragging him a distance down the
field. It is rumored that he wore reipforced O.D. breeches.
The aerial circus was concluded with a verv fine exhibition

of acrobatics performed by Capt. Burt Skeel in a CurtissPW8 pursuit plane. The remarkable qualities of this ship
were well demonstrated when the pilot went into a bnrrell
roll out of the top of a loop, and repented the maneuver
several times. At times the Curtiss Pursuit just hung in
the sky like a helicopter is supposed to do according to the

What is a Standard Army DH ?

The Liberty Engine Builders’ Trophy race for two-seater
corps observation planes, which then followed, was a lively
affair with DH’s turning the pylon in more or less vertical
banks. Owing to the Air Service ruling that the contestants
would have their planes rigged strictly standard, thev were
more or less evenly matched. More or" less, for a few" pilots
apparently suffered from amnesia with regard to “standard
ragging,” which afforded the attentive observer the amusing
spectacle of seeing DH’s with the dihedral washed out and
others with taped strut fittings and “air blankets" over aileron
and elevator hinges. It was a strange assortment of Service
ships according to specifications.
Some of the competing pilots were rather wrought up over

this tricking, and they voiced their feelings to the Contest
Committee in unmistakable terms. However, for some reason
or other, the C. C. could not receive any such protests in this
race and diplomatically directed the pilots to air their griev-
ances to the Office, Chief of Air Service, Washington. D. C.

Lieut. D. G. Duke, Winner
The rare was won by Lieut. D. G. Duke, from the O.C.A.S.

who passed nine other entrants on the first lap and never
lost the lead after that. He averaged 130.34 mi./lir.

Lieut. Arthur Simonin, C. O. of Lungin Field, Moundsvflle.
W. Va.—a well known stop-over field for storm-bound ships

—

came in second, with 128 mi./hr. He started right on the
winner’s trail, and he held that position throughout the race.
He wns followed by Lieut. C. A. Cover, of the field service
section of Wilbur Wright Field, who averaged 124.13 mi./hr.
One forced landing occurred during the race. Lieut.

Charles Steimnetz came down with engine trouble in the
seventh lap, but he had been disqualified before, as had Lieut.
Edwin B. Bobzien, for fouling a pylon in the first lap.
The following prizes in Liberty Bonds were awarded the

winners: First/ $1,000; second, '$700; third, $600; fourth.
$500; fifth, $400; sixth, $300.
As a fitting climax to the day's variegated events, Lieut.

John A. Macrcady made a new w« ight-and-altitude record bv
climbing a Curtiss Bomber with 1500 kilos (3300 lb.) of
useful load to 17,000 ft. The performance was officially ob-
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The Mitchell and Pulitzer Trophy Races
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My First American Air Meet
By C. G. GREY

Editor of The Aeroplane. London

Having seen most of the big Continental Air Meetings since

that at Reims in August 1909, the first Hying race-meeting

in the world when Glenn Curtiss won the Gordon Bennett

Cun, it is naturally interesting to compare them with the

meeting at Dayton and so the readers of Aviation may like

to have some of the resultant impressions.

First Impressions

ression one received was that the aerodrome

,
both in quantity and quality. But after one

ew times from the sheds to the time-keepers’

the conclusion that it was quite unnecessarily

d, the drivers of the various official cars which
down the road between the aerodrome and the

most kind to those of us who had nothing but

“SPOT
it the c

Royal Air Force Pageant. Mr. Howard Wehrle was as kindly

He strikes one ns being one of those Heaven-gifted individuals

who can hit a man in the jaw officially and then make him lake

it as a personal jest. The National Aeronautical Association

did a good piece of work when it elected him Secretary.

One lias hopes that N.A.A. in 1924-25 will become a real inrce

for the development of aviation in the United States instead

of being rather a poor joke, as it seems to have been in the

P
The general executive management was equally good.

Times or speeds were put up on the scoee-boards with won-

dcrfnl promptitude. Information about the flying was given

to the crowd by loud-speakers in a way which was highly in-

formative if at times a trifle lurid. One has always argued

events wns to tell them about what was being done. In the

past the only way to do it was by means of megaphones, each

operated by a different individual, and the difficulty was to
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The one thing which one envies the U. S. Army is the new
pursuit ship, the Curtiss PW8a- It is far in front of any-
thing in Europe which is in regular use. But one is told
that even in the U. S. Army there are only enough to these
ship to equip a single squadron on a war basis, complete with
spa I And there ought to be ten or a dozen full squadrons

The Most Interesting Events
l loubtedly the most interesting events of the Meeting

wer. 'he two races for service ships, one for PW8a’s. and one
for .' artiu bombers, for it showed just how much each pilot
and s crew could do to persuade a few extra miles an hour
out his machine and its engine. The pity was—from the
poin of view of the spectators—that these races were flown
as t - trials and not as straight races. The aerodrome is
plea big enough to allow starting ten or a dozen aeroplane®

lor t miles or so there need be no danger of bunching and
collii *g at the first turn. Seen under the present arrange-
ment he ships get bunched in twes and threes after a few

Tl. formation flying by the Martin bombers, and the
Thou. Morse MB’s and the Curtiss PW8a’s was very im-
press . especially the flying in close formation by three
MB’- n the first day when the air was very bumpy. It is a
pity "nt more ships were not available, for the pilots them-
sclvc- are quite capable of putting up as good a combined
show - was given by our eighteen DH9a’s maneuvering in
one formation at the last R.A.F. Pageant.

The exhibition of stunt flying by poor Burt Skeel was as
good . anything one has seen. He was evidently an all
round pilot of the very highest class and .the U. S. Army has
sustaim d a very severe loss by his death. One does not pro-
pose to say much about that affair, for it will naturally be
handled by Die regular staff of Aviation, but one would like

At the start of the Pulitzer Race one was looking toward
the sterling pylon from the sheds, toward the sun, which was
trying to break through a cloud. The Vervine-Sperry had
jnst crossed the line when one saw in the light of the sun
what was apparently a bursting shell. The first impression
was that a starting-bomb had been fired to signify that the
race had begun and it struck one how silly it was to fire a
tomb into the air when there were the two other machines
lining lor the line behind the Verville. Then somebody long-
side said "Skeel’s gone!” and one realised that the smoke
and tailing bits were actually the bursting of an aeroplane.

-
i
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oward the shcds one of the Army mechanics
said '

I here, that* those pencil-pushers and grafters,
spenduiL- money in millions and making these fellows fly old
worn-out ships that ought to be on the junk-heap.”—That
T-V, ,aken *® lln indication of what the Army thinks

ghtk or wrongly) about the lack of modern equipment,
bate I it was proved fairly conclusively that the wooden

'"‘ft- If so the unbalanced portion whirling like

o',
1 ,m,st have yanked the engine to pieces. It is possible

ffiat a i ".,." .nodern ship, built of new material throughout
might have held the engine stiff enough to stand the strain,
out it cl l ikes one as being singularly imbecile to fit a wooden

.crew lo an engine of such power designed for such speed,

from
" •"'™P l"dc.S

i

at the Meet one was most struck (ipart
n in beautiful Curtiss pursuit ships, which filled one»ith envy) by the Verville racer and the Barling bomber.

ic nci" lines of the former, especially with its little under-
rarrng,. tucked up under its arm-pits, are quite fascinating,

ine^nr w
deYei°P,ng a «°°-1 deal further not as a fight-s pur. lit Ship, but as a genuine super-high-speed scout

The Barling Bomber
ling is probably the World’s greatest aerial roonu-

-'a^llone
Bnd "“S-SP?"! money. It flies,

peny Messenger with its little threc-jyltod^”^.p^
"es fly right over it at about twice the speed of theAS a war machine it is perfectly useless, for it
v evcn for an aerial funeral. It is about as ugly

as anything on the earth, except perhaps our famous Albert
Memorial. It is not even funny, for though it looks like a
performing elephant it cannot stand on its head without en-
dangering

|

valuable lives. To see the poor old thing all colled

by the gallant officer who flies it gave one a pretty fair' im-
pression of the lack of intelligence with which the equipment
of the U. S. Army A.ir Service has been conducted during the
past few years. But it possibly has some value ns a specimen
of the World’s Worst Aircraft.
One thing which was particularly interesting was the dis-

play by a smoke-writing ship belonging to the Army. As a
rule people only see the sky-writers ns tiny specks thousands
of feet away. It must have been highly educative to the crowd
(such as it was) to see tile smoke produced at close quarters.

Incidentally the smoke-curtain dropped by a Martin bomber
was of unusual interest. Our smoke-screens are generally
dropped on the ground in chemical form so that the smoke
rises from them. This falling curtain struck one as most in-
genious.

Hell’s Half Acre
For those who were privileged to wander where thev would

the park for civilian ships was about the most interesting part
of the aerodrome. “Hell’s Half Acre," as it was called, con-
tained more initiative and pluck and energy and ingenuity,
than all the rest of Wilbur Wright Field put together. The
way those Gipsy Fliers and the proprietors of odd little firms
in odd places have made respectable air-going ships out of
bits and pieces of Government junk indicates the real growth
of aviation in the United States.
Probably half the population of America could not place

Waco, Tex., and Forest Park, III. on the map. Yet those two
towns (or cities, if they like to call themselves so) have turned
out as neat civilian aircraft as one has seen. The Wacos,
now built in Troy, Ohio are thoroughly useful tourers. And
the cleverness shown by Mr. Yackey of Forest Park in turn-
ing old Thomas Morse pursuit ships into regular cross-country
aeroplanes with Curtiss eight-cylinder engines shows him to be
a real aeronautical engineer, besides being, ns his conversation

Md
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The n6W ^d'TbuM in ChRa#>°

The keenness of the private owners is shown by Mr.
Merrill s 1,000 mi. non-stop trip from Dallas, Tex., to Dayton
on a Thomas-Morse with a Curtiss OX engine, and by another
sportsman who flew down from Three Rivers, Canada, on a
machine which looks like a Sopwith of sorts and has a rotarv
engine.—Wonderftd pluck and enthusiasm. And of coarse

Hell’s Half Acre was dominated on Friday and Saturday
by Mr. Bill Stout's aluminum bus. This is a ‘most convincing
affair, even though it looks as if it ought to have come from a
Chicago cannery rather than from Detroit. Lots of btain-
matter must have been expanded in making it. And urlike
so many brain-wave aircraft it actually flies and flies well.
The various Curtiss Orioles struck one as very neat,

especially that with the clipped wings with which Mr. Cnscv
Jones lifted sundry prizes. The said Casey is one of the
prettiest fliers (in the air, one means, not physically) one has
ever seen. He never wasted a yard.
The light aeroplanes were disappointing. The Driggs-

Johnson is easily the best job. The Mummert is good and
workmanlike. The “Bath-Tub” is funny without being vul-
gar, and the rest are just ordinary.

If one had not been privileged to go and plav round the
machines and if one had not met so many interrating people
one would have found the meeting deadly dull. The racing
as such was not worth watching—barring the Army races.
And one does not blame the Daytonians for stopping away
in their hundreds of thousands. There is quite a lot to be

help of loud-speakers” But if deceVpri^Tid'bren^put up
for the purpose, Hell’s Half Acre by itself could have pro-
vided some of the best racing one could wish to sec.

l'
s

.

js. solely « racing issue one has not dealt wito
political affairs, such ns the N.A.A. meetings and so forth.
Perhaps one may be permitted to spread oneself on these
subjects at a later date.
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was danger of the covering being ripped away by the suction

over the leading edge, to large or speedy cantilever monoplanes
liable to wing flutter, and to gliders, in which weight is of

little importance. As in the Hannover Vampyr and several

other cantilever monoplane gliders of high aspect ratio, the

plywood stops about at the normal location of a rear spar,

and the trailing edge is covered with fabric.

Brig. Ccn. Mason M. Patrick, Chief of Air Service and
Frederick B. Patterson, Retiring President of N.A.A., at

the Races

is secured, but shock-absorber maintenance would seem likely

to be rather troublesome.

The rest of the light machines were all biplanes and none
of them were at nil extraordinary in aspect except the Mix
Flying Arrow, which was built a number of years ago and
which has an aspect ratio in the neighborhood of 225. The
only thing about any of them that stands out in memory is

the phenomenally slow take-off of the Heath product, winch
appeared to leave the ground at a ground speed of some
eight miles an hour and to hover along more and more slowly
until, just before it finally stalled completely, dropped, and
turned over, it seemed to be almost stationary in a wind
which cannot have exceeded twenty miles an hour. With that
exception, minimum speeds were rather higher than a light

plane’s are ordinarily expected to be, and it is doubtful if

any one among the three monoplanes which actually did
practically all of the flying could have flown at less than
thirty-five miles an hour when high enough to miss the ground
effect. These machines have traveled a long ways from the
gliders on which they are supposed to be based. Incidentally,

it is of interest to observe that the Air Ministry’s recent corn-

machine with a minimum speed of very nearly forty mills' an
hour.

That, in brief, is the story of design at Dayton, and it is

not an inspiring one on the whole. From it there emerge a

the airplane industry in its present state cannot be expected to

to bring "to Hie wes each y^ar. "Thc° numbed of rally new
types of commercial airplanes, of all sizes combined, designed
or first built in any single year, is insufficient' to leaven the
whole mass from the point of view of the seeker after engi-

neering novelties. The light plane, however, offers an escape.

Cheap enough to be built by numerous amateurs and to per-
mit any company interested to get out an entirely new ex-
perimental design at least once a year without feeling itself to
be assuming an intolerable burden, the light plane should re-

tiie wane. More than two-thirds of this year’s machines were
built by private individuals, and all except one of Hie six at

A First Impression of the Races
By ALEXANDER KLEMIN

e there
r to be somewhat of' an anti-

ervice officers, the
"cia, cm: eugtueers aim pilots to get together, to
d cement old friendships and especially to gossip,

. second thought however will lend to the conclusion
ncet was just ns valuable and instructive as the St.

Flying Becoming a Commonplace
ps more valuable than the races themselves as a dem-
311 of airplane practicability was the gathering of the
visitors. The flying fraternity is not always blessed

ich riches. It is certainly much cheaper to fly in a
lly plane than to buy railway transportation, certainly

’ Accordingly for many days

nail ships the two bay truss had disappeared and
o the cleaner and simpler single bay truss,
ir and for yours after, it had seemed necessary
> leave a large portion of their motors exposed
ursuit ships. The various Pulitzer races showed
mid be cowled in completely, with mere stubs
ihansts, with the cowling carefully and beauti-
the contour of a V motor. The gypsy build-

is immediately, and hence their almost invariable
wling in the engine in streamline form. They

iw miow quite well that laboratory tests and flight
experience indicated greater efficiency for free air radiators
and accordingly nose radiators scarcely appeared i

given place

fully followin
ers grasped tl

imfortable

air journey. The r w
led ill was truly extraordinary. If a three-seater plane,
i a 150 Hispano engine can stagger in quite comfortably

li a pilot and five passengers, there is no knowing what an
•lane can really do! And it is an extraordinary fact that
greater part of the 175 or so contesting planes flew in from

villi no casualties beyond one eras'*, and a force<flanding
[ini in fairly amenable cornfields.

’erliaps even more agreeable to men interested in aviation,
111- fact that flying visitors were not exclusively men whose
rests lay in aeronautics. The Babbits of numerous Main
wts in the Middle West were evidently convinced of the
't.v and comfort of flying. Anyhow they came along
lily with gypsy fliers, in regular passenger carrying ships,

If we consider that a medical man

Chassh
an appearance genei

thoroughly learned the vi

more useful load. They
of building lightly yi

'

is in the increasing
used to be just sufficie

the elim f the axle, an
The gypsy builders have

i to have learned the art
ent safety, and the proof

*.ful loads carried. An 0X5 which
to propel a two seater Jenny through
on to carry at least a pilot and two

Deserved Credit

y builder! ials,And the gypsy
no steels of rare specifications. Theirs are cheap ship;

In other words, the gypsy builders by a practical j.roee
attain at the same general conceptions of progress as the mo
highly informed, more adequately trained engineers, even
they do not reach the degree of finish that the engineers o
tain. And since they are in closer touch with the barnstorms

the man in a small city who wants to 8y foi

verted Jen
cago piloted his n plan

t. Jo, Mo.,
ook a brother

a first flight

what tl

Of c

ached Dayton in a day, avoiding the 24 hr. tr
(•(•per discomforts of his fellow townsmen, \

ause for jubilation,
ing is becoming commonplace.

The Gypsy Builder
I lie writer of these notes, some of the most
'ex at the meet were those of the “gypsy builder,” if a
imilgous to that of “gypsy flier” may be coined. The
builder generally starts work by rebuilding a govern-

lich he has bought cheaply and then passes on
He has no very great fundiginal desi

His fl

nand, and ho
e he is

t call

lot a gov-
ncial resources are ne._. .

e seeks to build as cheaply as possible. He is

, good-natured contempt. He
very largely to
And perhaps

s himself o

i regarded
T uses his produ
gypsy flier, likewise of limited rcsou
ii -< very handicaps lie his strength,
a gypsy machines were in all eases perfectly reasonable

"“h no heinous eccentricities. That their builders
r 'oed the intricacies of Dynamic Stability is improbable.

planes seemed to have due measure of balance, and,
y well. They attained very fair speeds for their liorse-

i"adings. They were, in appearance at least, reason-
srlie structurally. In othc

' •* - -

' "n’ pr^*‘ca* experience o

| and to have applied them „ 4ca»,u»uie manner,
'cr these gypsy builders appeared to follow mode.

i - ies m design. Thus quite definitely one might noti

vords thes
• in some other mysterious
i simple fundamentals of the

esc men due credit, and acknowledge

yet close to the point of giving customers other than the
government reasonable ships at moderate prices.

Commercial Planes are Really Advancing
The group of commercial races including the On-to-Dayton

races, the National Cash Register Trophy et alia, were very
encouraging. The On-to-Dayton race 'confirmed the im-
pression that flying was an every day affair, that “Casey”
Jones, who qualified twice to all intents and purposes, could
be trusted to take anyone, anywhere by plane at the shortest
notice and without any special preparation; that the heralded
Yellow Air Cab service might well be a reasonable venture.
The contesting machines and their records in the other races,
indicated Hmt if the "gypsies” had profited by the progress
of service machines, the more orthodox builders of commercial
aircraft had profited even more. We all remember ti e day
when a Curtiss JN with a 100 hp. motor and a pilot and one
passenger was the acme of commercial aircraft with a maxi-
mum speed of 70 mi./hr. or so. Surely it is progress that
nowadays 90 mi./hr. can be counted on with the same motor,
and an extra passenger thrown in. Surely the Bcllanca de-
signed, Yellow Air Cab with its 90 hp. Anzani and its com-
fortable cabin seating 4 passengers is somewhat of a marvel.
What could be more promising than to see the Waco machine,
with a^ rehnhle 200 lip. Hnll_ Scott, ^six cylinder vertical, an

anything in European practice surpa
making well over 100 mi./hr. on thi

Liberty motor, with a pay load of i
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fuel at full engine capacity, and a well thought out all metal

construction. It is often claimed that while America holds

most of the records, speed, and distance, endurance, cross-

country and what not, her designers cannot build commercial
planes! No belter refutation is possible than these few
figures. And we might have selected other ships for the

purpose of the same argument. Undoubtedly American de-

signers are improving, in spite of all difficulties the economy
and practicability of their commercial ships.

The Speed Races
If the sod disaster and the lack of novelty in the Pulitzer

race were taken at their face value, we might be greatly dis-

appointed. But surely no better additional justification of

the Pulitzer races could exist than the Curtiss Pursuit planes

—

a direct derivative of the Curtis* racers of last year, and cer-

tainly superior in their particular sphere to any other planes

in the world.

The turning of the tables by the Yerville-Sperry on the

Curtiss Racer (even though this was a 1922 model) is interest-

ing. Perhaps the monoplane is not quite definitely the

superior of the biplane for speed purposes. Given a smaller

body, which the Verville-Sperry might well have, and re-

membering that its thick monoplane wing along provides an
easily embodied retractible chassis, and remembering also that

the "efficiency possibilities of tapered thick wings have not

yet been exploited to their limit, is it not possible that a mono-
plane might yet be built to beat the best biplane now available ?

The race was the occasion for the second failure in the

air of an Army racer. These splendid ships arc beyond
question as structurally sound ns their type can be. But is it

not possible that the practical limit of speed has been reached,

because the extreme violence of the maneuvers which may be

imposed by pilots in such racers are beyond their structural

?t is of course impossible to say what exactly was the cause
of the disaster at Dayton. If indeed there was a propeller

failure, this might well be expected in a violent dive with
engine on. The propeller then ceases to be a propulsive screw,

and becomes an air brake with no retarding torque exercised

on the engine, or with even an accelerating torque. In such

a case the engine must race, just as a motor ear engine going
down a hill, and centrifugal forces on an air screw vary un-
fortunately as the square of the rotational velocity’.

Level headed Mnj. R. W. Scliroeder of altitude fame has
made the thoroughly' practical suggestion that the Pulitzer race

be restricted to civilian contestants, now unable to compete
with the Army nnd Navy for financial reasons. This might
bring speeds down for a time, but would allow the distinction

of the Pulitzer Trophy to be utilized for the improvement of
commercial aircraft speeds—while the services and manufac-
turers engaged on service planes could be engaged in gradual-
ly increasing Pursuit ship speeds to a level with those of the

Light Powered Planes

The discussion and analysis of the light powered plane
events would merit considerably more time and space than
at the disposal of the writer. It is gratifying to see the type
implanted on American soil. It is a pity that engines
specially designed for light aircraft were not available or
employed. There is little doubt that on engine of slower
r.p.m. and larger displacement should he pressed into service,

nnd chain or gear drives dispensed with, if power plant
troubles are to be avoided. Orthodox design of the highest

type of refinement will carry the day in this ty'pe of plane

—

compare the D riggs-Johnson and the Dormoy planes.
There are one or two points which merit particular con-

sideration by designers. Is it not better to give these -mall
jobs just a trifle more power 1

? Surely it is better to sacrifice

the wonderful conception of flying at the absolute minimum
of power or thereabouts, and to secure a greater speed range
and less chance of stalling. Since one of the strongest nrgu.
meats in favor of the light plane, is its ability to get out of
a small field, should not its power and climb lie increased to

dear obstructions? Were not the contesting light planes at
Dayton singularly disappointing from the point of view of
get-away because they were heavily loaded per horsepower
and not too light in ioading per square foot of wind surface?

These planes are undoubtedly' tricky to fly in gusty weather.
Granted that they are very safe on a crash, and ext romely
responsive to control, they would be safer still if diffi. ulties

in gusty weather were removed. A mathematical investigation
of this point leads to the conclusion that small planes of low
loading are actually more stable dynamically than their larger,

geometrically similar prototypes. But in gusty weather, very
stable planes are decidedly more difficult to fly than slightly
stable ones. An oscillation is more rapidly damped out in

a very stable plane, bnt the initial effect of a gust may be
more violent. The correct theoretical solution is to make the
machines very slightly stable statically and to provide rela-

tively enormous damping. In other words to make both
longitudinal nnd lateral dihedrals very small, or even to omit
a lateral dihedral, and to provide very lengthy tail aims and
wings of very large aspect ratio. Mr. Driggs the designer of
the Jolinron-Driggs plane confirms this view from a practical
standpoint, and from the reports of the pilot flying this par-
ticular craft. Perhaps a conclusion based on the rare agree-
ment of mathematics and practice is worth consideration.

Two New Fairchild Subsidiaries

Continuous expansion of the aerial survey business of the
Fairchild Aerial Camera Corpn., has led to the formation
of two subsidiary companies. The first, to be known as
Fairchild Aerial Surveys, Inc. will handle the aerial surveys
brunch of the business, while the 'other, the Fairchild Flying

Eight Passenger Cabin Waco, with Liberty 6 engine—

A

Corpn., will direct operations involving contracts for flying

of every description and own and operate the airplanes for-

merly owned by the parent organization. The new sub-

sidiaries became operative Sept. 4.

Fairchild Aerial Camera Corpn. will continue to manu-

facture cameras, instruments and aeronautical equipment and

will finance and manage the two new subsidiaries, in addition

to the Fairchild AeriiU Surveys, Ltd., of Canada.

“ Speed and Efficiency ”

The Light Plane Events and Entries

By E. T. ALLEN

The Dayton Races are over. The 510 hp. single-seater

racers have made their speed; tile standard DH’s have com-
plclcd tlieir annual rounds; and the great Bomber has heaved

its i.eavy way around the field.

Somewhere during the three great carnival days, were
scheduled two events for light planes, the first, event number
8 cl the Dayton Air Races, a 25 mi. speed and climb race

for (he Dayton Daily News Trophy, and the second, a speed
and '‘efficiency" race of 50 mi. for the Dayton Bicycle Club
and the Engineers Club trophies.

Activities on Thursday
There were nine light planes entered for these events; six

took to the air, and three finished the course. One wonders,
Ihi ver; if, in spite of the slight tendency to depreciation on
the part of the officials, the average man who saw the races

from behind the fence, will not remember more then any
other one thing, the light planes, and will not talk aviation
during the next year on that one basis. Here was, perhaps,
the official inception of light planes in America.
On the first day of the meet, no light plane events were

scheduled, and entrants were busy assembling, adjusting, and
motor tuning. The usual lost minute completions were in
evidence, and it seemed quite certain that at least two of the
entries would not appear. The machines of Mr. Wixon, with
Wixon engines, seemed to be suffering with the standard
difficulty : engines. The Huff-Daland light plane with the big
chief Indian engine is still awaiting either a new engine, or
somrone to make the old one adaptable to light planes. The
A4 sits in Washington waiting for new pistons after but 58
min. in the air. Other light planes throughout the country,
especially those with V type motorcycle engines found it im-
possible to get to the meet, largely because they- could get no
cooperation with the motorcycle engiue people.
Those machines that were at the field on Thursday, except

the two with the four cylinder motors, were worked upon all

day at their power installations. In the evening short flights

were made, but they did not seem very promising from the
point of view of engine reliability. The little Driggs-Jolmson
"Jimmie" flew over from the Johnson airdrome, and Dormoy'
flew in from McCook Field. These were the lone bright spots
of the day for the light plane enthusiasts.

Dayton Daily News Race
On Friday, things looked bettor. Hours before the Dayton

Daily News race, all was ready- with at least six machines.
The Heath “Feather" was not entered in this event as Mr.
Heath was saving his engine for the following day. The entry
of Mr. Mix vas not expected to make an attempt at flight
because of its very' tiny span. The other five light planes were
taken to their positions on the starting line, and those who
were lucky enough to obtain the necessary official arm bands
crowded out to see the show.
When the gun was fired, Johnson was given the signal to

stall- The machine accelerated quickly, left the ground at
about 40 mi./hr., and climbed easily. “Jimmie” rounded the
pylon in the best Pulitzer style, and was off on the climb to
the 500 ft. balloon 2 mi. distant. The climb was apparently
nc effort at all for the little ship, and its speed on the straight
away was very good.
The next signal started Mr. Dormoy’s parasol monoplane.

His four cylinder engine hummed confidently and lifted the
425 lb. machine off the ground at a very low air speed. The
hieli speed, however, was noticeably less than Johnson’s, but
the climb did not seem to tax the engine severely.

‘hi the third signal the Mnmmert low wing monoplane took
“IT. followed closely- by the Snyder biplane and the Fasig-
Turner biplane, all three with 74 cu. in. V type motorcycle
engines. The Fasig machine had engine failure right at the
start, and Snyder’s Indian stopped on the first lap. A forced

landing on very bad ground put an end to the hopes of Sny-
der, who has had his little ship ready for a race since 1920.
Mummert's Harley-Davidson seemed quite good for the first

two laps, but then he landed with carburetor trouble.

Johnson Wins
Honors easily went to Johnson, with Dormoy second. The

hopes of the others were bent on the race scheduled lor the
following day. In the meantime all the advocates of larger
engines for light planes came up to proclaim their victory.
There was one argument in which it was held on one side that
the results of this race were proof positive of the need of
engines of larger displacement. Mr. Hamilton declared that
his light plane—in fact any light plane that was to be at all

practical, would have an engine of 160 cu. in displacement.
One of the light plane builders held that this was not a light

plane at all. There was, he said, undoubtedly a field for the
type of plane equipped with the 160 cu. in. engine, but there
was also, he held, the possibility of developing more thorough-
ly the light plane. One of our English guests had, so he said,
nothing but contempt for light planes in general, although it

was pointed out that he writes in a favorite aeronautical
journal that the future of commercial aviation depends upon
the development of the 10 hp. per passenger airplane, a
product pointed to and proved possible by the Lympe light

plane performances.
Altogether the light planes aroused more argumentation

than any- other phase of the meeting, except among those for
whom these modest beginnings were “beneath contempt,"

Trial Light Plane Event
On the next day was scheduled a “speed and efficiency” race

for light planes. Six were lined up ready for the starters
gun, the seventh having crashed the day before. Johnson,
Dormoy, and Mummert, got off as before in the three mono-
planes. Heath crashed on take off in bumpy air, and Duck,
flying the Fasig-Turner biplane did not get his Indian engine
operating properly.

Johnson’s first lap was recorded at an average of 50 mi./hr.
Dormoy came second at 40, and Mummert, third at 38 mi./hr.
On the second lap, however, Johnson made a forced landing
on account of a stoppage in the gas line. He was reported
by the announcer as repairing the difficulty and making ready
for a second attempt, llis forced landing occurred in a
plowed field which the pilot and landing gear negotiated
beautifully. The little bus was carried across fences to an
adjoining field from which a takeoff was possible. It was a
shame that the visitors to the races missed this taktoff since
it was one of the neatest bits of maneuvering in a light plane
ever recorded. The field was on a hillside bordering a deep
drop to a wooded stream below. A barb wire fence ran along
the edge of the cliff from which the takeoff was planned. The
highest of the weeds in the path of the machine were removed,
and the fence pushed over and held down by volunteer as-
sistants. Then Jimmie in the “Jimmie” started at the upper
side of the field, ran down the hill, bounced into the air at
tlie fence, settled into the valley below, turned to avoid the
tops of the highest trees, and as he says by luck, but one
believes by something else, dodged his way through the gulley
until he had climbing speed. In a minute he was away on
his course, a hundred feet high, but only for a minute.

’ The
motor stopped again, nnd again the two Jimmies negotiated
a perfect forced landing. This time the auxiliary gas tank,
whose connection to the main line was the cause of the trouhle,
was removed, and the little monoplane was off again.
In the meanwhile, Mummert had landed for minor motor

repairs, and had taxied up to the line, leaving Dormoy with
a clear field. Then to the chagrin of the light plane enthusi-
asts, Dormoy himself cut back from the main pylon and
landed close to the timers' stand. Ten minutes after the start
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AIRPORTS AND AIRWAYS

Records Will Soar at Baltimore

In spite of the withdrawal of the Italian and British entries

in the Schneider Clip Knee, those who are planning to attend

will see record breaking seaplane speed. The U. S. Navy

has prepared nil of its entrants and have already obtained

the speed of 227 mi./lir. in test flights. The three [.lanes

scheduled to compete against the foreign entrants will race

over the Schneider Cup course, a distance of 359 km., and

one [.lane will continue and make three extra circuits for a

It is thus assured that in this event all seaplane records

up to 500 km. will he broken. In addition, the 3 km. strniglit-

nwnv record will lie attacked and a new record undouhtedly

set up for this distance.

Plans now confine all activities to the one day. Oct. 25.

The Baltimore Sun and Evening Sun Trophy Race with cash

[.rises totalling $1,000 will he flown. The course will he 12

laps of an 8' 3 mi. triangular course, a total distance of 100

ini. All planes will he handicapped, so that all will have an

equal chance fn.ni the slowest F heat to the fastest high speed

> ncht. This race will be flown at 10 a. m., Saturday, Oct. 25,

and will In* the opening event of the race meeting.

At 12 noon, the U. S. Naval Air Service will put on a

stupendous air pageant participated in by 60 planes, both

land and water types. The events will include acrobatics,

mimic air combats, bombing of dummy battleships, smoke
screen, etc. Either the Shenandoah or the ZR3 will partici-

pate in these manenvers.
At 2 p. in. the Jacques Schneider course will he flown by

the Navy [.lanes entered in the Jncques Schneider Race.
Speed of well over 200 mi /hr. is predicted. The pilots will

lto Lieut. A. IV. Gorton, flying a tvright F2W racer; Lieut.

David Rittenhonse flying Curtiss R2C racer and Lieut. G. T.

Cuddihy flying the Cr.3 racer which won the Schneider Cup
from Great Britain at Cowes last year.

At 4 [
1 . m. the 3 km. trials will be flown. All three planes

will be sent over the course in order to establish the highest
[tossible speed record.

New Orleans News
By Theodore Ray Liuzza

Establishment of an international air mail service between

and various Central American capitals, is being discussed by
officials of the State and Post Office Departments and Army
Air Service at Washington, aciording to advices received at
New Orleans recently. The project is regarded as both

practical and desirable.

Before any step can be taken it must be approved by five

other governments.
The idea which led to the project grew out of the flight of

three army Dll's early this year from France Field. Canal
Zone, on a visit of courtesy to the Central American capitals.

Establishment of air mail connections with Central America,
it is held, would be a tremendous step forward in the develop-
ment of communications between the United States and its

neighbors to the South, serving not only to promote commer-
cial intercourse, but also to stimulate the good feeling between
the peoples and governments.

It is [H.inted out that the proposed international air mail
would tend to give the American aircraft producers an op-
portunity to introduce their products in South and Central
America in a commercial way and would lead also to the de-
velopment of the types of ships particularly suited for the
work in both tropical and northern climates.

The time required for air mail to be transported from Pilot
Town to New Orleans has been reduced by improvements to

the air mail landing dock at the month of the Mississippi

river, officials of the New Orleans Air Line announced.

A runway has been completed so that the planes are now

able to discharge and take on their cargoes without as much

delav as was formerly experienced.

The plnncs carry the mail from the mouth of the river to

New Orleans in about one-eighth the time required by ship.

Two new planes have been added to the fleet of the Now
Orlenns Air Line. Both are Curtiss “Seagulls.” The line

now operates five ships. It is proposed to employ some of

them in a passenger service to tl.c dnek hunting blinds at the

month of the river during the winter.

Tlie pilot and mechanic of the round-the-world cruiser New
Orleans, Lieut. Eric Nelson and Lieut. John Harding, Jr.,

nre to lie honored ns soon as the big Douglas plane has com-

pleted its flight and is reconditioned to fly to New Orleans.

The eitv is planning to make the entertainment of the fliers

who carried the name of the city all over the world the great-

est in its history.

The New Orleans Item, an afternoon newspaper, has started

a flier's fund. All money contributed by Orleanians will go

toward purchasing mednls for the fliers.

The Rotary Club of New Orleans lias joined Mayor Andrew

MeSlmtte. the Association of Commerce and The Item in seek-

ing to have the world-cruiser New Orlenns given to the city

to keep lor all time as a memorial to the gallant fliers who

carried the name of the city to parts of the world where it

was never hoard before.

At a recent meeting the following resolutions were adopted:

"Whereas, the Army airplane 'New Orleans' having suc-

cessfully completed its flight nround the world and because

of the fact that the ‘New Orleans’ has achieved the unique

distinction in being with the first airplane to accomplish this

trip, and because of the keen interest and natnral pride of

onr people in the airplane ‘New Orleans.’ ns the city’s name-

•*Be it resolved, that our city make every effort to obtain

the airplane ‘New Orleans' so that it may fittingly be housed

mid put on permanent exhibition lipre. where it may be a de-

light to our own people nml visitors.”

Tlie New Orlenns Model Aeroplane and Glider Club recent-

ly conducted a membership drive and its roster was doubled.

Keen interest is being taken by Orleanians in the organization

During the early part of November the organization will hold

its first model contests. Only scale models will be eligible

to compete in the races. At a later date a racing model con-

test will lie held, followed by a glider contest.

Some excellent models nre being completed by the members.

Among these are DH’s, Curtiss JN’s, Loening monoplanes,

and others.

Long Beach (Calif.) News

The Aero Club of Long Beach, Calif., has just been or-

ganized with tlie following officers: J. G. Montijo, Commo-

dore: Earl S. Daugherty. Vice Commodore; A1 Ebrite, Rear

Commodore, and .1. O. York, Secretary and Treasurer.

The Club started activities by giving a free flying exhibition

at the Daugherty Field on Sunday afternoon, Sept. 14 which

was attended by’over 6000 people, though only one newspaper

advertised the event.

Following is a list of the events that were g
Event 1—Free-for-all Stunt Flying; Earl

(160 Gnome Nienport), A1 Ebrite (JNH),

'
S. Daugherty

Watson Keerl

Ivan Olsen

Event 2—Jenny Scramble: Watson Keerl, first; Brooks,
second; Olsen, third; Crossen, fourth.

Event 3—Flying exhibition by J. G. Montijo in his 5-

seated enclosed cabin biplane of his own design.
Event 4—To show the pnblic that an aviator has perfect

control when the motor stops, Daugherty at 2500 ft. stopped
his motor and E. C. Davis, a wing walker, tied the propeller
stationary with a rope. Daugherty then looped, wing-over
and tail-spin to a landing in front of hangars.
Event 5—Aerial combat between Daugherty (160 Gnome

Nienport and A1 Ebrite (Hisso JNH). Thrills were given
the crowd by Daugherty attacking, and Ebrite going into side
slip and releasing a sack of flour, which gave the appearance
of a ship afire.

Event 6—Free for all handicap race of five laps around a
2!4 mi. triangle course. Keerl (JN4D) was given ZV2 mi.
handicap, Brooks (Laird) 2)4 mi., Ebrite (JNH) 2>/g mi.,
handicap over Daugherty with 160 Gnome Nieuport who
Started scratch. Keerl won by 100 yd. over Daugherty, the
ethers following in order of start.
Event 7—Wing walking by E. C. Davis on Canadian Cur-

tiss llown by Earl Daugherty.
Passengers were earned before and after the events and

everyone went away highly pleased with the show.
On Defense Day, Sept. 12, members of the Aero Club gave

a practical illustration of defense by sending a bombing
squadron of three JN4D’s, flown by' Montijo, Keerl and
Ebrite m over the amusement beach, dropping high explosive
bombs. This squadron was then broken up by an attack by
a Nieuport 28 flown by Earl Daugherty and’ a Fokker D7

Tlie Aero Club of Long Beach can give one of the best
aviation meets seen anywhere, owing to the big assortment
of airplanes owned by the members. Earl S. Daugherty has
•be biggest assortment which consists of Nieuport 28, Fokker
D7. Orcneo 5 seater, Spnd VII, Poison Special, Laird Swal-
low, Canadian Curtiss and five JN4D’s.

Tin- following pilots have in addition ships on the field: A!
Ebrite (JNH), Watson Keerl (JN4D). J. G. Montijo (en-
Hoscd cabin 5 seater), Ray Carpenter (Lincoln Standard).
Ray f reeman (Thomas Morse), Bill Fry (JN4D), Rnv Craw-
ford 1.1)40), C. Olsen (JN4D and Thomas Morse) Thor
lob.;,; (Poison Biplane), Floyd Kelso (JN4D), Auggy Ped-
lar (Thomas Morse) and J. O. York (Nieuport 28).'

A squadron of airplanes from the Aero Club of Long Beaeli
met lb.- World Fliers when they passed Long Beaeli and es-
corted them in to Santa Monica.

\Vyon

"

Douglas Developing Trans-Pacific Plane
Donald W. Douglas, designer of the Douglas World Cruis-

ers, is now engaged in the development of a trans-Pacific
airplane with which it is proposed to fly from San Franciscom Manila, P. L, via Honolulu, a distance of 8760 mi., in six
mgbi-. The design contemplates making the first jump from
.5

* rancisco to Honolulu, 2395 mi., without refueling in
mid-ocean.

Air Mail Assists Radio
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rvico nnd rndio were both touched at one time

''hen 1 1,,. An- Mail Service was used by the Milwaukee Journal
— " ,™dl‘> advertising, says The Linotype News.
• hive hundred and twenty letters were sent to as many

radio manufacturers, telling of the plan for the Milwaukee
"„

n ,

rad,° exposition, Sept. 1 to 7. The letter also

j
"°,e >n the advertising field by stating that the

.

' . rad ,o show was one of the first to be broadcast bvtwo large stations.

Aeromarine Disbands Engineering Force
Owing to lack of business the Aeromarine Plane and Motor

Co. of Key Port, N. J., has let go most of its aeronautical
[lersonnel and is concentrating on the manufacture of motor

Paul Zimmerman who had been chief aeronautical engineer
of the Aeromarine Company for six years is now at lilierty.

He was graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in
3913. Before joining the Aeromarine Co. he was assistant
chief engineer with the Curtiss Co., at Hammondsport and
Buffalo, during the time when the Curtiss Co. developed such
planes as the JN4, N9, HS'2, H16 etc. While with the Aero-
marine Co. he helped pnt the Aeromarine 40 on a production
basis. He redesigned the Navy F5L’s into ten passenger com-
mercial ships which were used with such success by the Aero-
marine Airways. Mr. Zimmerman is best known, however,
for Ins development of metal hulls and fuselages in which the
exterior covering is used to provide structural strength. The
Aeromarine AMC flying boat with metal hull and the Aero-
marine model EO, as well as the two ships built for tile Air
Mail are constructed along these lines and nre the only planes
of the kind which have been produced in this country.'

B. V. Korvin-Kroakovsky had been connected with the Acro-
mariue for three years as engineer in charge of airplane de-
sign. He was born in Russia and went through the Nicholas
School for Engineering, graduating in 1914. During the war
he became an instructor and later a test pilot in the Russian
army, lie came to the United States in 1918 and worked as
a draftsman in California and later with tlie Curtiss Co. In
1920 he took a [lost graduate course at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology.
K. D. Vosler has been with the Aeromarine Co. for 6 yr.

and was in charge of the experimental construction which was
done by the engineering department.

Air Mail Helps Mine Rescue
The Secretary of the Interior ha

thanks to the Postmaster General fo_ ...

tion of a Bureau of Mines engineer by

Tho letter of tlie Interior Secretary
General follows:
“Permit me to thank you for the re

tended by the Air Mail Service of you
Bureau of Mines of this Department, i

call for aid at the recent mine explosio
“The Bureau of Mines engineer of tlrnt district,

S Cheyenne,
Rock Springs 1

Air Mail Servi
Springs, and, c

i that t

addressed a letter of
the speedy transporta-
• the Air Mail Service

at Sublet, Wyo.
to the Postmaster

•lit cooperation ox-
Department to the
responding to the

Sublet, Wyo.

unable to get a t

He accordingly requested the
• to transport him from Cheyenne to Rock
official confirmation of the request, this was

..as a situation in which the lives of miners
were imperiled, the action of your Department in cooperating
to provide speedy transportation to the scene of the disaster
was especially appreciated."

Fire Delays Production of Bates Motor

~ A di*“?t
.
rous >” the plant of the Bates Engineering

Co. ot Chicago will delay for a few months the placing of
the Bates light plane motor on the market. In the fire vital
patterns and other equipment necessary for production were
destroyed. The company has secured .,

equipped shop at 28 North Clinton St., Chicago, and expectssoon again to be in a position to make deliveries.
Production on a small quantity of Bates motors was begun

early in August and the company expected to be representedwith one of their motors at Dayton. The fire, however, hasmade this impossible.

Flies to Bull Family Reunion

.
T^d “nll”C

.
k’ 11 "eent graduate of the Curtiss Flying School

in d n S V , ,

1
’ l>articipated in the annual reunion of

the Bull Family held at Hamptonburgli, Orange County N Yby flying there with a passenger in a Jennie.
Pilot Haliock had previously been doing a passenm-r

carrying business at Wasliingtonvillc. He said that at $5a trip he was able to clear a good weekly salary for himself.
1132
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A Suggested National Air Policy

That a National Aviation Policy is needed by the United Stales is obvious. To gel such a
policy in concrete form AVIATION requested several thoughtful friends of aeronautical progress to

make suggestive and constructive recommendations. Some of them are given beloro and will be
printed each week with additions, omissions and such other changes as appear to be helpful toward
the formulation of a sound national air policy. Readers of Aviation and others can render no
greater service to the cause of aeronautical progress than contributing their comments and
suggestions.

GOVERNMENTAL.
A continuing program of aircraft development both governmental and commercial.
A civilian, charged with championing a national air policy, is needed in the Government. *Cabine

l

Aircraft committees in the House and Senate to hold aircraft hearings where civilians as well as government
officials can express their opinions. *composed of fliers.

A detailed aircraft budget for all Governmental Departments, and an annual statement of all expenditures.
An experienced staff of flying officers at the head of all governmental air defense services.

Coordination of all procurement and experimental aircraft work of the government under one agency.

nanufacture to repair of aircraft and s

branches themscl

Limitation of gov
firms. *No limitation on experimental constr

The elimination of the duplication of aerial ft

A country wide Air Mail system of trunk lim

Establishment of a National Airway System through coopet
Cities. *A landing field in every large city.

A national aircraft law that will regulate aviation, administered by practical pilot!

Membership of the United States in the International Convention for Air Navigat
*Increased governmental appropriations for aerial development.
*Encouragement of aviation rather than subsidy.

t be don

ms and facilities by government departments,

innecting the principal cities of the country. *Retireme

if the Federal Government with Stati

iperienced aeron

Creation of comi
En.

*A

if participation by pi

uncouragement of the training of pill

treating an Esprit de Corps among flying
1Encouragement of safe and sane flying,

-.ontinuing organization, including rep

ssion of standards for aeronautics n

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT OPERATION.

by c
ountry by frequent gatherings a

INDUSTRIAL AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION.
Recognition that a sound
An active industrial assoc

Encouragement of the dc

proprietory rights.

Concentration of manufactunn
mands are heavy.

onautical industry is a prime necessity of our National Defense,
n that will coordinate the aircraft industry and defend it from atta

ing of new types of aircraft by manufacturers by allowing then

of a ual desi

1 types of array and m

ies and other agencies a

*lVhcn production de-

An Annual Aviation Week during which the country will think of aerial progress. *52 such t

The formation of local aero clubs by fliers for the purpose of stimulating flying in all localities.

Encouraging the public to fly and patronize the air mail and transport facilities.

*The encouragement of gliding and soaring contests, especially interscholastic.
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AIRCRAFT SEXTANT

EVERYTHING FOR AIRCRAFT
Hi’

f"
1

*' Sh*
1

’

.*»
50

\
Go«!es. pair.

SU" S.SO.^Aerodrive Sled Complete, $495.00. Spruce, Sleet,

Oslrrgaard Aircraft 4269 N. Narragansett, Chicago

PETREL MODEL FIVE—
—Super-Performance In the 3 Sealer Class—

—Air Cooled or Water Cooled Motors—
D.lOils on Models Four Cr Five giadlp furnished on request

HUFF DALAND AERO CORPORATION
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

EDWARD P. WARNER
Consultant in Aeronautical Engineering

Commercial Operation of Aircraft.

Mass. Institute of Technology
— Cambridge, Mass.

» SEAGULLS | 6 ORIOLES I

Ansaldo—Oriole—Standard Owners !

rJmaiidne on
AI'"

k
1̂ 'l“

r

T¥m
B
Anssldns''never**been

ting instructions.
H'-ile, sure or phone.

Earl K. Parker, 1339 Downing Street, Denver, Colo.

BELLANCA

LUDINGTON EXHIBITION COMPANY
Sport Farman Ships
Aerial Taxi Service

Exhibition Flying
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D AIRCRAFT CORP.

LIBERTY “12” AVIATION ENGINE PARTS

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER

Brand New LIBERTY Motors
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ne
a
w WACO FOR

1925

The simple announcement of
a new, still better

WACO COMMERCIAL
and

PLEASURE AIRPLANE
for

1925

is of great importance
to aviation

Watch for it

AD/AYCE AIRCRAFT COMPANY
TROY, OHIO

A few early volumes of

AVIATION

for sale at a reduced price

for a limited time only.

complete record of the
aviation during the

e great development of

A Plan is Outlined

in Circular Number l\

Covering the purchase of air-

craft on monthly install-

ments. Surplus army aero-

planes of following types- are

offered — Curtiss J N 4 D
Canuck, Thomas Morse Avro
and Standard J-l fitted with

Hispano Suiza, Curtiss 0X5,
O X X 6 and LeRhone mo-

tors. Write for this circular

it will interest you.

MARVIN A. NORTHROP
200 Builders Exchange

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Anzani Aircraft Motors

WALLACE KELLE1T CO. INC.
Atlantic Building Philadelphia.
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Efficient Airplane Equipment

RUBBER is as essential in the

- construction of most types of

aircraft as metal, wood, or fabric.

It is significant that no substitute

for rubber is sought. The efficient

dependability of Goodyear Rubber
satisfies designers, builders, and pilots.

Rather, new opportunities for Good-
year’s experience, skill, and manu-
facturing facilities are continually

presented by airmen. To execute

these suggestions, and to originate

others, Goodyear maintains a capable,

skilled corps of aeronautical engineers.

The service of these men has a single

purpose: to assist the progress of

aviation. Behind them is the entire

experience of a great organization

that knows how to compound rub-

ber for every purpose.

TheGOODYEAR-ZEPPEUN CORPORATION,
a subsidiary of The Goodyear Tire fc? Rubber Com-
pany, holds the U. S. patens and manufacturing
rights of Luftschiffbau-Zcppdin, and it ready to
build Zeppelin airships of advanced typefor any re-

GOODLYEAR
AVIATION EQUIPMENT

For Human
Locomotion

I
N the “Outline of History”, H. G.
Wells writes that “by 1909 the aero-

plane was available for human loco-

motion.” It is an interesting coincidence

that since 1909 exactly. The Glenn L.

Martin Company has been building qual-
ity aircraft.

Without discounting the vital importance
of airplanes in military and strictly govern-

mental use, it seems certain that man’s
most useful exploitation of the air is des-

tined to be as a medium for his own
transportation in commerce and industry.

With this end in view, Martin Margins
of Safety have not only been maintained
since 1909 at an unusually high point,

but are being steadily advanced today
to new standards. Martin engineering
practice is an ever-growing power for the
improvement of human locomotion.

THE GLENN L. MARTIN COMPANY
CLEVELAND

Builders of Quality Aircraft since 1909
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SPORT PLANES

The weekly issue of AVIATION that you miss,

A nnouncement

STANDARD J. 1. AIRPLANE CO.

ECLIPSE AVIATION STARTER / \.
B1JUR SYSTEM

THE WORLD FLIGHT CRUISERS WERE EQUIPPED WITH
ECLIPSE AVIATION STARTERS

An Efficient Self-Contained Electric

Starter, with Automatic Engage-

ment, Automatic Release and Back-

fire Protection

Can be Applied without Engine

Alterations to Liberty, Curtiss,

Wright, Packard and other Avia-

tion Engines.

l/«e«* by the V. S. Army Air Service

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY
Hoboken, N. J. Elmira, N. Y.

ENGINEERING DATA FURNISHED
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Airpl
That you can use now

^4* lv^o and make money with

Curtiss JN4D in original crate $1300.00
Curtiss JN4D used excellent condition 800.00

Curtiss 3 pass, semi-cabin OX5 motor used one season 850.00

Curtiss 3 pass, semi-cabin OXX6 motor 3000 feet in 1 0 min. with full load

guaranteed 1 650.00

Laird Swallow 3 pass. OX5 motor in excellent condition 900.00

1924 L.incoln Standard 5 pass, in excellent condition 2750.00

K-6 Oriole 3 pass, brand new 1 500.00

OX5 Oriole 2 pass, almost new 850.00

These planes are priced for immediate sale and are subject to change in price without

notice. A 25'< deposit will hold any of these planes 30 days. These planes can be
inspected at our Dayton Field.

JOHNSON AIRPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO

Largest Dealers in Aeronautical Equipment in the Country. Write for our Latest Issue
of Special Price Lists Stating What You Are Chiefly Interested In.

PROPELLERS

Outstanding
Winnings

On to Dayton Race

Charles Holman from Minot. N. D..

distance 1020 miles in TM. OX5—2d

prize.

Commercial Efficiency Race
Walter H. Beech in New Swallow. 1st

HAMILTON AERO MFC. CO., Milwaukee

VIATION 1147

DOPES
PIGMENTED DOPES

VARNISHES ENAMELS

»>TITAN INE>

TITANINE, Inc.
UNION, UNION COUNTY, N. J.

Contractor* to U. S. Government

G. Elias & Bro., Inc.

UP-TO-DATE
AIRPLANES and PARTS

Factory and General Office

BUFFALO, N. Y.

ETABLISSEMENTS LAMBLIN

Loening Aeronautical Engineering Corporation
31st Street and East River, New York City

ORIGINATORS OF AIRPLANES OF ADVANCED DESIGN

Air Service. U. S. Army; Bureau of Aeronautics. U. S. Navy;
Air Mail Service. U. S. Post Office Department

THE HIGHEST GRADE OF NEW
FLYING BOATS

OF HS2L TYPE ON THE MARKET
with or without 'power plant, completely assembled ready
tor flight, or packed in boxes ready for shipment, at out

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT INC.
[[_BOX lUI. STATION F BALTIMORE. MD.

Airships Incorporated
Hammondsport, N. Y.

AIRSHIPS BALLOONS — AIRPLANES
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^THROUGH the entire history
-*• of aviation over a period of
20 years the Wright organization
has maintained its high position.

Its leadership has been soundly
built upon extensive research and
intelligent engineering develop-
ment, although its experience in-

cludes the manufacture of aero-
nautical equipment in extremely
large quantities.
The Wright organization, ever

mindful of its first achievement

—

the art of flying—continues to
contribute each year its best abil-

ity and engineering experience to
the advancement of flying.

WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
PATERSON, N. J., U.S.A.

WRIGHT
AIRCRAFT

Navy ships equipped with Wright Air
Cooled Engines flying in formation over

San Diego, California


